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We need plants and animals for

many things, like:

Importance of Plants and Animals

All living things, even people, depend on each other, and they 

ALL need clean water. 

 If people keep using nature too much and

don't let nature recover, there will be nothing

left for future generations. 
Try and live in harmony with nature as much as

possible. 

BIODIVERSITY is all the different plants and animals in a place. 

Healthy environments have MANY different kinds of plants and animals.

Plants that don't

originate from where

they are found often

use more water and

don't leave space for

other plants &

animals to live.

Too many cattle and goats grazing in the same

area for long periods doesn't allow enough

time for grass to recover and damages the

soils. Other animals can't survive and move

away. 
There are more and more people

living on the planet, and their

buildings, houses and roads take

up space and use many different

plants, animals and water to

survive.

Different plants and animals like to live in different places - some like the mountains,

some like grasslands and savannahs, and some live in the water. Plants and animals

are good indicators of a healthy environment. 

We need to look after ALL their homes and try to keep these areas connected so they

can move. 

What can we do to help 

protect biodiversity? 

Trees, like pine and gum trees, don't

belong naturally in South Africa. 

Give plants and animals enough space to live, and

help keep their homes connected. 

Don't be greedy - only use as much from nature as we

need so that it can recover. 

Look after nature for our children and their children in

the future. 

Remove plants that aren't naturally from South Africa. 

No illegal poaching of plants and animals.

Look after Nature Reserve areas which are important to

protect biodiversity.

Rivers help to link different

habitats and animals

across the landscape. 

*The main legislation protecting biodiversity in South Africa is the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (Act 10 of 2004)

http://www.kruger2canyons.org/

